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The early Earth’s atmosphere apparently differed from the present atmosphere
mainly in its lack of free O2, and this absence is believed to have been indispensable for
the origin of early anaerobic life forms. One of the central problems in Earth science is to
explain the apparent transition from the primitive atmosphere (free of O2) to the present
atmosphere which contains 21 % of the gas. Theoretical models suggest that the initial
form of O2 in the Earth’s atmosphere may have been H2O, which was converted into at-
mospheric O2 mainly through photosynthesis. We have investigated an alternative
(abiotic) method for the conversion of H2O to O2: a high-temperature shock generated
during a cometary impact into an ocean (or on land). The calculations presented here
show that 1 % of the present level of O2 could have resulted from an icy 1.3�1016 kg
comet entering the early (pre-oxygenic) Earth with a velocity of between about 11 and
30 km s-1.
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INTRODUCTION

Adistinctive feature of the Earth is the large amount of free O2 (21 % by volume)
in the atmosphere. As present volcanic exhalations lack free O2, only two principal
sources of atmospheric O2 are considered plausible: a biological source localised in the
ocean (O2 generating photosynthesis) and a non-biological source localised in the at-
mosphere (photodissociation of H2O vapor). (Model calculations predict that the pro-
duction rate of O2 from photodissociation of H2O vapor would be relatively small on
the early Earth but would produce an observable amount of O2: Kasting1 and refer-
ences therein). Therefore, the origin of O2 in the Earth’s atmosphere is intimately re-
lated to the early Earth’s H2O.

H2O appeared on the Earth very early in its history. Studies of the formation of the
Earth indicate that the H2O came from the outer solar system, carried by chondrites and
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comets colliding with the newly-formed planet.2–4 According to Morbidelli et al.,4 af-
ter the Earth’s formation had ended, its surface was impacted by comets. (This was the
late veneer phase, coinciding with the late heavy bombardment from 4.5 to, at least, 3.8
Ga). The definition of pre-oxygenic Earth here encompasses the time period (Archean
era) in the early Earth’s geologic history from about 3.8 Ga (after its main accretion
phase when the core and ocean had already formed) up to 2.4 Ga (the early Proterozoic).
The model of a pre-oxygenic Earth presented here is with no or little atmosphere, and
with the surface temperature of the planet being ca. 273 K.

The following preliminary report concentrates firstly on thermochemical equi-
librium calculations of thermally decomposed H2O vapor, secondly on a specific appli-
cation of these calculations to an oceanic cometary impact, and thirdly on the genera-
tion of O2 from thermally disintegrated H2O vapor within the expanding plume created
by the impact.

Accordingly, numerical experiments with cometary impactors are beyond the
scope of this paper. These matters are treated in details elsewhere.5–11

THE COMETARY IMPACT RATE

The Earth has been impacted by comets and asteroids throughout its geologic his-
tory. The impact rate appears to have been relatively constant back to about 3.8 Ga
when it began to rise. At times earlier than about 3.8 Ga, there appears to have been an
exponential increase in the rate. Terrestrial collisions with comets > 10 km in diameter
have been estimated to have occurred at a rate of about 1 per 108 years12 but occasional
cometary showers could have occurred at intervals of tens of millions years.13 (Smaller
comets with an average mass of about 104–105 kg also impinge on the top of the Earth’s
atmosphere. Their flux is about 107 per year14). In the history of pre-oxygenic Earth, the
high cometary impact flux was probably a significant factor in the modification of the
atmosphere, hydrosphere and biosphere.

COMETARY IMPACT INTO AN OCEAN

Here the possibility that during the impact of a comet into an ocean the comet
H2O - ice could have been subjected to an impact-induced (high-temperature) decom-
position, generating O2 is explored. Previous studies of these impact have ignored this
possibility and it is of interest, therefore, to estimate the amount of O2 which could have
been formed in such an event. For this purpose, theoretical calculations have been
carried out using the Chemkin Collections® and the STANJAN method equilibrium
calculations. Also a simple analytical model for the thermal generation of O2 by the im-
pact of a comet into an ocean has been constructed using a few basic equations derived
by Melosh and Vickery,8 Vickery and Melosh,10 Zel’dovich and Razier,15 Melosh.16 It
was hoped that this model would highlight most essential features of the process. In ad-
dition, for the purpose of the following calculations, a number of appropriate assump-
tions and approximations were introduced. The emphasis is placed on the impact of an
ice-rich comet into an ocean because: (a) the number of Earth crossing comets is four
times greater than the number of Earth crossing asteroids;12 (b) probability arguments
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indicate that ca. 70 % of the impact flux would land in an ocean; (c) the im-
pact-decomposed oceanic H2O could enhance the abundance of H2O vapor in the ini-
tial plume (at the moment of impact); and (d) the impact-generated H2O vapor derived
form the cometary and the impacted H2O could reach temperatures of tens of thousands
of degrees or even higher.7,9,11,16–18

It is assumed that the O2 generation by the impact of the comet into the
pre-oxygenic Earth ocean took place in two major steps. The first one includes the dis-
integration of the comet H2O vapor at high temperatures (20,000 K) into atomic oxygen
species (OS) (O and its ions) and molecular hydrogen species (HS) (H2 and its ions),
followed by the rapid diffusion of HS into the outermost (and fastest) zone of the im-
pact-created plume. This is the basic premise of the model. (Quantitative data on the
physical conditions (impact velocity, impact pressure and impact temperature) which
govern the impact-induced decomposition of H2O vapor are not yet available). The
second step comprises the escape of HS into interplanetary space and the subsequent
formation of O2 molecules (within the remaining plume) through recombination of O
atoms with each other.

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF H2O

The chemical reactions associated with the decomposition of H2O vapor (at tem-
peratures < 6000 K and at pressures < 1 bar) are shown below,

H2O � H2 + (1/2)O2 (1)

H2 � 2H (2)

O2 � 2O (3)

O + H � OH (4)

along with their pressure equilibrium constants

K1 = f(H2) �P f (O2)�1/2 �f(H2O)�–1

K2 = P�f(H)�2 �f(H2)�–1

K3 = P�f(O)�2 �f(O2)�–1

K4 = f(OH) �P f (O) f(H)�–1

and the mole fraction equation

f(H2O) + f(O2) + f (O) + f (OH) + f (H2) + f (H) = 1

where P is the total pressure and f (X) is the mole fraction of the gaseous component
X. (The mole fraction of the different gases are equal to the partial pressure of the
gas divided by the total pressure. The mole fraction of O2 in dry air is 0.21). Reac-
tion (1) requires a substantial amount of energy (ca. 245 kJ) to produce gaseous H2
and O2 and the above process is endothermic, i.e., high temperatures and low pres-
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sures favor the decomposition of H2O vapor. (H2O vapor dissociation has an activa-
tion energy threshold of about 31 MJ kg–1. The generated O and H atoms then
combine to O2 and H2 losing about 18 MJ kg–1 in the combination processes.)

Many authors have studied the decomposition of H2O vapor (steam) by direct
thermolysis (this has been reviewed by: Fletcher and Moen,19 King20 and Jellinek21)
and by shock decomposition (Bauer et al.22 and Lyzenga et al.23 and references
therein). The available experimental data indicate that at low temperatures, H2O vapor
does not decompose, but at high temperatures (>1500 K), dissociation becomes signifi-
cant. These investigations also show that the most abundant species generated during
the decomposition are O2, H2, O, H and OH and that the extent of dissociation, as ex-
pected, increases with increasing temperatures and decreasing pressure. (The decom-
position of H2O vapor resulting from high-temperature (>3000 K) heating under atmo-
spheric pressure (1 bar) or higher pressures has not yet been studied).

THERMOCHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS

Han and Runnegar24 report finding eukaryotic microfossils, tentatively identi-
fied as Grypania spiralis, in 2.1 Ga old rocks. The authors claim that the atmosphere of
the Earth between 2.0 and 2.5 Ga contained 0.01 to 0.1 of the present atmospheric level
(PAL) of O2. We consider that such biologically based estimates provide useful mini-
mum values for the early Earth and, for the purpose of the following calculations, the
value of 0.01 PAL O2 has been adopted.

Equilibrium thermochemical calculations show that thermal decomposition of
H2O typically occurs at temperatures above 1500 K, which agrees with expectations
based on previous experimental data-results (for details, see Fletcher and Moen,19

King20 and Jellinek21). The equilibrium abundances of H2O at different temperatures
(up to 3500 K) are illustrated in Fig. 1: at 0.2 mbar, 2 mbar and 20 mbar; and, for com-
parison, the mole fractions of H2O at 1 bar (present-day atmospheric pressure) and at
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Fig. 1. Themochemical equilibrium abudances of H2O as a function of temperature (up to 3500 K)
and a constant pressure (0.2 mbar, 2 mbar, 20 mbar, 1 bar and 270 bar).
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270 bar. (The oceans contain ca 1.4�1021 kg of H2O, corresponding to a globally aver-
aged surface pressure of 270 bar). Figure 2 shows the chemical equilibrium abudances
of O2 (a), O (b), OH (c), H2 (d) and H (e) as a function of temperature (up to 5000 K) at
0.2 mbar, 2 mbar, 20 mbar, 1 bar and 270 bar. (Similar results were obtained by a simu-
lation based on the polarisation model for H2O and by the reaaction progress variable
method). As shown in Fig. 2a, the maximum O2 abudances (ca. 7–8 %) at 0.2 mbar, 2
mbar and 20 mbar were generated at about 2100 K, 2400 K, 2700 K, respectively. The
equilibrium abundance of O2 decreases at higher temperatures (up to 5000 K) because
most of the O2 is converted to O and OH.

It can be speculated that a source of O2 on the pre-oxygenic Earth could have re-
sulted from the high-temperature dissociation of H2O vapor and the subsequent escape
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Fig. 2. Thermochemical equilibrium abundances of O2 (a), O (b), OH (c), H2 (d) and H (e) as a function
of temperature (up to 5000 K) and a constant pressure (0.2 mbar, 2 mbar, 20 mbar, 1 bar and 270 bar).
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of H2 to interplanetary space. The pre-oxygenic Earth could develop a hot (>2000 K)
steam-rich atmosphere by either a comet impact (into a ocean or on land), or an asteroid
impact into a deep ocean.9 In this atmosphere, H2O would gradually thermodissociate
into O2 and H2. Consequently, H2 may have been lost to interplanetary space, resulting
in a build-up of O2 in the residual atmosphere.

IMPACT-INDUCED DECOMPOSITION OF H2O VAPOR

Let us assume that the impact of a comet into an ocean resulted in the complete
conversion of the cometary and impacted H2O vapor to O2 species and H2 which was
afterwards removed from the impact plume. In this case, simple arithmetic reveals that
1.3�1016 kg of this H2O vapor would create an atmosphere with 0.01 PAL of O2 at a
global averaged surface pressure of ca. 2 mbar. (In this connection, it is of interest to
note that the present-day atmosphere contains ca. 1.2�1018 kg of O2).

Using numerical data from O’Keefy and Ahrens,5 Croft,6 Pierazzo and Melosh11

and Prinn and Fegley,25 it can be estimated that a dense and ice-rich 14.6 km diameter
comet with a mass of ca. 1.3�1016 kg (assuming a comet density of about 1000 kg m–3)
and with a velocity of 25 km s–1 could readily generate 1.3�1016 kg of superheated
H2O vapor, impacting into a (4 km) deep ocean (or on land). (Note, that signfiicant oce-
anic depths are known to have existed during the Archean26).

In general, the comet impact either into an ocean or on land would have com-
pletely disintegrated the impactor, placing most (or all) of its atoms and molecules into
the plume.11 For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the mass of superheated H2O
vapor within the initial plume is simply equal to the mass of the impacting comet. Evi-
dently, the above value of 1.3�1016 kg is a conservative assumption since the impacted
oceanic H2O could supply an amount of steam to the cometary plume.5,27 A large part
of this steam would be converted into superheated H2O vapor.11,16,17,28 In addition,
during the cratering process, oceanic H2O immediately penetrating into the initial
crater could also be rapidly converted into superheated steam because the temperature
in the center of the crater cavity may reach temperatures of several thousands of de-
grees.11,16,29 (A cometary impact on land would, of course, provide a much lower
amount of impacted H2O vapor). The possible contribution of H2O vapor of the target
rock is also ignored. (This vapor could derive from impacted hydrous silicates and car-
bonates). This is reasonable since the amount of H2O vapor provided by the target rock
for a cometary impact into an ocean is not more than about 5 % of the total amount of the
impact-related H2O.30

For the purpose of calculation, it is assumed that the cometary H2O vapor was ex-
posed at the moment of impact to a mean temperature of ca. 20,000 K and a mean pres-
sure of ca. > 2 Mbar. (These two values are obtained from the Tillotson equa-
tion-of-state, adopting a constant specific heat capacity of ice-H2O: 4 kJ kg–1 K–1). At
the instant of impact, the shock-decomposed H2O would probably consist mostly of
ionised O2, H2 and their electrons. Equilibrium calculations show that at lower temper-
atures (< 20,000 K) and lower pressures (< 1 kbar) the cometary portion of the plume
would contain mostly OS and HS immediately after the impact shock. (Molecular dis-
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sociation requries ca. 15 MJ kg–1 for O2 and 218 MJ kg–1 for H2). Calculation (based
on the ideal gas law) indicates that an initial plume (at a temperature ca. 20,000 K)
would contain approximately 1.3�1016 kg of superheated H2O vapor, exerting a partial
presure of ca. 100 kbar. (The comet is assumed to consist of 100 % H2O. Comets are
not, of course, pure H2O-ice, but there are no still reliable data for their composition).
The equilibrium calculations also indicate that the cometary plumes at initial low tem-
peratures < 20,000 K may also generate O2 but to a lesser extent.

THE EXPANDING PLUME AND HS

Equilibrium calculations indicate that the possibility of O2 formation within the
expanding plume at lower temperatures (< 10,000 K) is signfiicantly affected by the
abundances of H2 and H. These calculations over a wide range of assumed plume com-
positions show that the speciation in a low temperature O–H plume depends on the bulk
H/O ratio. In a low-temperature H-enriched plume, H2O vapor would be the major gas-
eous component and in a low-temperature H-depleted plume, O2 would be the major
species. Thus, a high H/O ratio would suppress the formation of O2 within the expand-
ing plume and a low H/O ratio would favor this process. For this reason, of crucial im-
portance for the generation of O2 is the separation of OS and HS within the plume. This
would prevent them from reacting with each other, ultimately forming the original H2O
vapor. HS could be separated from OS by either escape into interplanetary space or
chemical reaction with some of the plume constituents. The remainder of this paper is
focused on the removal of HS from the plume by the escape process.

THE HEMISPHERICAL MODEL OF THE PLUME

The initial expansion of a plume has a rather complex form but once the plume
has expanded to several times the comet diameter (14.6 km), the plume expansion can
be approximated as an expanding hemisphere of a high-temperature gas mixture, stay-
ing as such until the plume collapses. Here, the plume generated by an impacting comet
is modelled as a hemispherical gas cloud expanding into a vacuum. For a discussion of
the physics of such a model the reader is referred to Vickery and Melosh,10 Zel’dovich
and Razier,15 Melosh16,31 an Zahnle.32 (It is assumed that the initial (post-shock)
hemispherical plume had an average radius of about 5�14.6 km = 73 km). It is also as-
sumed that the expanding gas cloud commences in uniform thermodynamic state.

THE PLUME EXPANSION AND THE HS ESCAPE

The most important properties of the impact-generated gaseous plume are the ex-
pansion velocity and the gaseous composition of its leading zone. These are closely re-
lated to the amount of gaseous products left on the Earth without escape. In the present
model, OS and HS (ejected in the initial stage of the plume expansion) would concen-
trate predominantly in the outer (and much faster) layer of the rapidly expanding plume
and so be separated from the inner part, containing most of the vaporised target rock.11

Under the assumption that only cometary H2O is decomposed by the impact, the spe-
cific energy available for the expansion of the plume is given by (1/2)(E – HV+D),
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where E is the total specific energy of the high velocity plume and HV+D is the vapori-
sation + decomposition energy of ice-H2O vapor (ca. 31 MJ kg–1; complete vaporiza-
tion for ice occurs at a shock pressure of < 1 Mbar). (It is also assumed that the comet
and an equal mass of the target constitute the impact plume. This assumption rests on
the planar impact approximation when both the impactor and target are nearly same
materials: see Melosh31). For the purpose of simplicity, the assumption E >> HV+D is
adopted here. Thus, for a m kg and v km s–1 comet (with a kinetic energy KE = (1/2)
mv2), impacting into a deep ocean, the mean (mass-averaged) bulk expansion velocity
vp of the plume is given by:

vp = (KE/2m)1/2 = (1/2) v

(For the present case vp � 12.5 km s–1).

The expansion energy of the outer layer of the plume should be equally parti-
tioned between OS and HS. (This assumption rests on an equipartition of the expansion
energy of the plume among the various molecular and atomic species). Simple algebra
then shows that the mean velocities of OS (vOS) and HS (vHS) within the plume are
roughly given by:

vOS � (3/8) v

and:

vHS � (9/8)1/2v

(Note, the atomic mass of an O atom is 8 times greater than the molecular mass of a
H2 molecule).

For the cometary impact in question, it can be roughly taken that

vOS � 9 km s–1 and vHS � 26 km s–1

Consequently, the HS would concentrate in the fastest zone of the plume periphery.
Most of the OS, on the other hand, would reside in the slower zone of the periphery.
(Obviously, the physics involved in the above consideration is complex, and a more
detalied study would be required to examine it properly).

If thecometvelocity ishigh (v>30kms–1),mostof theOS(and,of course, theHS)
would escape the Earth. (According to hydrocode calculations performed by Vickery and
Melosh,10 an impactofa>1016 kgcometon landwitha speedof30kms–1 wouldcausea
complete loss of volatiles into interplanetary space). Amaximum amount of O2 could be
generated if thecometvelocity is lowenoguth (v<30kms–1) so thatmostof theOScould
be retained within the plume. This velocity should be still high enough (>11 km s–1) so
thatmostof theHSwouldescape into interplanetary space. (Short-periodcometswithpe-
riods >20 years have impact velocities between 15–35 km s–1).33

The faster HS-rich zone would outdistance the OS-rich part of the plume by an
average separation ca. 17 te km, where te is the plume expansion time (te = 0 at the mo-
ment of impact). For 10 s the HS-rich zone would be 260 km away from the impact site.
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At this point the OS-rich portion of the hemispherical plume would be ca. 170 km be-
hind the HS-rich front and at a temperature of about 19,000 K and at a gas pressure of
ca. 250 bar. (The later two values were estimated using the ideal gas and Ste-
fan-Boltzmann laws). Bearing in mind that the HS-rich outermost zone would have a
mean expansion velocity (ca. 26 km s–1), which far exceeds the Earth’s escape velocity
vesc (11.2 km s–1), it appears inevitable that most, if not all, of the initial HS would es-
cape into interplanetary space. (The remainder of the plume would be a gas cloud, con-
taining mostly OS). For about 300 s, calculations (based on the ideal gas and
Stefan-Boltzmann laws) show that the HS-depleted cloud would further expand and
cool down to a temperature of ca. 3000 K, reaching a pressure of ca. 2 mbar.
Thermochemical equilibrium calculations indicate that at this point the expanding
plume would contain mostly O2, covering the entire planet until the plume collapse
goes to completion. (Recently, Takata et al.34 modelled an impact by a 2 km diameter
comet with an impacting velocity of 60 km s–1. Their numerical calculations indicate
that such an impactor would generate a plume with initial temperatures >10,000 K and
temperatures >2000 K for more then 100 s after impact). The newly-formed hot and
O2-rich atmosphere would then cool down to ambient temperature of about 273 K.
Thus, assuming a 100 % impact efficiency, a m kg cometary (or any icy) object impact-
ing into a deep ocean of the pre-oxygenic Earth would generate approximately m kg of
O2 if its speed is within the critical limits of 11 km s–1 and 30 km s–1. (It is reasonable to
expect that a comet impact on land would provide an equal amount of O2).

The most important omission of the present model is the absence of a pre-oxy-
genic Earth’s atmosphere. Direct evidence of a reducing atmosphere have been claimed
in the past, but this evidence is no longer regarded as conclusive. There is a growing
consensus that in the Archean period for which data is available, the atmosphere was
neutral, with negligible amouns of free O2. It is considered likely that the atmosphere at
this time was composed of CO2, N2, H2O and CO. Such is the conclusion, for example,
of Kasting.1 The neglect of the Earth’s atmosphere is at present unavoidable for practi-
cal reasons, since the chemistry inside the expansion plume would be rather complex as
a reslt of the mixing and interaction of the gaseous components of the plume with the
surrounding atmospheric gases. (Clearly, chemical reactions between N2 and O2/O
would dominate within the plume. The high temperature chemistry within a cometary
plume is deferred to a later paper).

SPECULATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Most researchers believe that an abrupt rise in atmospheric O2 level occurred be-
tween 2.4 Ga and 1.8 Ga, reaching 0.015 PALO2 (or ca. 1.75�1016 kg). In a recent ma-
jor reexamination of the paleosol evidence Ohmoto35 has challenged this concept. He
argues that the minimum oxygen pressure for the 3.0 – 2.2 Ga (for which paleosol data
is available) is about 1.5 % of the present level. We wish to briefly speculate about a
possible way of generating this level of O2 on the pre-oxygenic Earth that would be
compatible with the present scenario. It consists of ca. 16 km diameter comet (or a few
of its tightly clustered fragments) with a speed (11 km s–1 < v < 30 km s–1) impacting
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into a deep ocean (or on land). It can further be speculated that a giant 68 km diameter
comet (or a few of its tightly clustered fragments) with a velocity within the above criti-
cal speed limits, smashing into a deep ocean (or on land) could have enabled the genera-
tion of 1 PAL of O2 (or, at least, its initial O2 amount) on the pre-oxygenic Earth. Alter-
natively, multiple cometary impact (within a short period of time) with a bulk mass of
ca. 1.3�1018 kg and with a bulk speed within the same limits would be also capable to
create the same level of O2.

A large cometary impact is, however, not a necessity for the generation of O2.
Frank et al.36 have suggested that small comets (most are thought to be in the 105 kg
range with a bulk speed < 20 km s–1) frequently bombard the top of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere and vaporize above the Earth’s surface. These authors also suggested that such
comet-like "rain" could have replaced the Earth’s atmospheric mass (ca. 5.2�1018 kg)
in about 5�106 years. Thus, if the present influx of small comets is assumed to be true
for the pre-oxygenic Earth as well, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that a rain of
small comets (with the corresponding bulk velocity and mass) impacting into an ocean
(or on land) may be ultimately responsible for the present-day atmospheric level of O2
(ca. 1.2�1018 kg) or, at least, for its initial abundance. (Note, that O37 and OH38 were
detected in the disintegrating small comets, impacting the top of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere). However, once the atmosphere had became oxygenic, HS escape to interplane-
tary space would cease and impacting small comets would deliver only H2O to the
Earth’s hydrosphere, as originally suggested by Frank et al.36

It should be emphasized here that even an abrupt rise of O2 to 0.001 PAL (0.2
mbar) caused by a cometary impact would have caused a crisis for the primitive anaero-
bic bacterial life on the pre-oxygenic Earth. These life forms would be actually poi-
soned by such an excess of O2 in their living environment, triggering their wholesale
extinction. On the other hand, this O2 crisis would create a suitable environment for a
new but more advanced life form aerobic (photosynthetic) bacterial life which would
permit a build up of O2 to the present-day level (Walton39 and references therein).
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I Z V O D

UDAR KOMETE U OKEAN: TERMOHEMIJSKA RAVNOTE@NA IZRA^UNAVAWA

VISOKO-TEMPERATURNOG FORMIRAWA O2 NA RANOJ ZEMQI

PAVLE I. PREMOVI] i KATJA I. PANOV

Laboratorija za geohemiju i kosmohemiju, Prirodno-matemati~ki fakultet, Univerzitet u Ni{u, p. pr.

91, 18000 Ni{

Rana Zemqina atmosfera se o~igledno razlikovala od sada{we uglavnom po

odsustvu slobodnog O2, a to odsustvo je, veruje se, bilo neophodno za pojavu ranih

anaerobnih formi `ivota. Jedan od centralnih problema nauka o Zemqi je kako

objasniti jasnu promenu od primitivne atmosfere (bez O2) do sada{we atmosfere koja

sadr`i 21 % ovog gasa. Teoretski modeli ukazuju na to da je po~etna forma O2 u

Zemqinoj atmosferi mogla biti H2O, koja se transformisala u atmosferski O2, ugla-

vnom kroz proces fotosinteze. Mi smo prou~avali jedan alternativni (abiotski)

metod za prevo|ewe H2O u O2: visoko temperaturni udar prouzrokovan udarom komete u

okean (ili kopno). Prora~uni pokazuju ovde da je 1 % trenutnog O2 mogao postati od

jedne ledene komete (1,3�1016 kg) koja je udarila u ranu Zemqu (bez kiseonika) brzinom

izme|u 11 i 30 km s-1.

(Primqeno 5. novembra 2001)
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